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EDITORIAL 

 Recent economic developments have been propitious in many OECD countries, notably where 
GDP per capita is far below the best performers. In Japan and Korea growth has retained momentum, while 
in those European countries that were lagging behind, the recovery has been strong and is potentially 
sustainable over the next few years. 

 This improvement largely stems from cyclical factors, with the European recovery finally taking 
hold following a series of false starts. But to some extent it also reflects deeper progress achieved in the 
area of labour and product markets. Despite subdued growth, Europe overall has enjoyed sustained job 
creation, with the rate of “structural unemployment” falling by a full percentage point over the past few 
years, while product markets were significantly liberalised. 

 From the perspective of pursuing structural reforms, this welcome improvement in short-run 
economic prospects has ambiguous consequences: a strong recovery makes reforms both easier to 
implement and seemingly less necessary to undertake, since the threat of major difficulties is fading for a 
while. This is confirmed by recent OECD research, summarised in our special chapter on the “political 
economy of structural reforms”. 

 Temptations to ease up on reforms should undoubtedly be resisted. In Continental Europe and 
Asian OECD Members in particular, enhanced competition in product and financial markets are needed to 
boost productivity and long-term growth. Reforms on that front could also shift the composition of national 
income away from business profits into higher labour incomes and employment. 

 Last year’s issue of Going for Growth amply documented the growth dividends accruing from 
further financial market liberalisation and good innovation policies. This year’s issue features two special 
chapters on product market competition.  

 The first one attempts to quantify the benefits from increased product market competition in 
terms of innovation and productivity. It is no coincidence that the United States and Northern Europe, who 
started early to open up their product markets to competition, benefited most from the new information and 
communication technologies. OECD research suggests that open product markets stimulate innovation by 
pushing companies to catch up on the competition or to take the lead. Areas where further progress is 
needed in many OECD countries include dismantling barriers to competition in the energy, transport and 
communication sectors, as well as professional services, not to mention agricultural markets OECD-wide. 
Easing formal or informal restrictions to foreign ownership in countries such as Japan, Korea or Mexico is 
also called for. 

 The second chapter on product markets deals with the policies influencing competition across 
OECD countries and the institutions that drive them. It lays out some of the challenges and complexities 
facing those in charge of promoting greater competition. It stresses that enforcement of competition law is 
weak in some countries and that regulations still limit competition in many sectors, notably network 
industries. It also serves to highlight the importance of independent and powerful regulators, well-endowed 
with economic expertise. 

 Notwithstanding the intricacies of, and obstacles to, product market reforms, more difficult 
challenges face OECD countries in the areas of labour markets and education.  
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 Granted, unemployment has receded over the years in many OECD countries. Tangible progress 
was recently made too in curtailing incentives for early retirement, translating into greater participation of 
people in their fifties and sixties.  

 Even so, employment rates remain low in parts of Continental Europe. And in most OECD 
countries, labour market performance has been a source of continued concern, with worries focused more 
and more on a perceived rise in earnings inequalities. Indeed, new information technologies and 
competition from large emerging economies are seen as exerting a negative influence on the jobs and 
incomes of the less-skilled workers, while boosting the prospects of the higher-skilled ones. In the United 
States, this may indeed have contributed to a marked polarisation in labour income gains, with only modest 
or no increases available for the bottom half of the wage distribution. Elsewhere, it may have worsened 
employment prospects in those countries where domestic labour market institutions were already deficient. 

 In a world where skills are becoming increasingly important, education systems have an essential 
role to play in equalising and raising opportunities, starting from early childhood education, the coverage 
of which often remains inadequate. Too many youngsters are also dropping out from secondary education 
without adequate vocational skills in various English-speaking and Central European countries. At the 
same time, raising tertiary graduation rates is still a common objective in the OECD at large. The 
challenges facing tertiary education are particularly daunting in Continental Europe where both 
substantially higher funding and much stronger managerial autonomy for universities are needed. 

 Labour market reforms are also required in many member countries to achieve full employment 
and overcome the “insider/outsider” divide. Following the recent revisiting of the OECD Jobs Strategy, a 
special chapter is devoted here to those reforms.  

 It is of course much easier to recommend labour market reforms than to implement them. One of 
the roadblocks obstructing successful reform lies with the widespread perception that they are just one 
more negative shock, on top of the ones brought on by the new globalised world. However, it should be 
clear by now that strategies that rely on reforming by stealth and at the margins of the labour market have 
failed. They did little to restore full employment and most likely increased precarity at work. 

 In fact, lack of reform has often worsened perceived insecurity, depressing household confidence. 
Reform sluggishness is understandable, given that adapting to rapid economic change can be a tall order. 
But it is also paradoxical, since the effectiveness of good labour market policies in various OECD 
countries is there for all to see and emulate. This is the case for active labour market policies and 
unemployment compensation, which can and should be designed so as not to trap recipients into inactivity 
while providing them with adequate income. It also holds for tax wedges and the cost of labour, which 
should not bar unskilled youth from employment. Taking advantage of existing best practice with regards 
to making-work-pay policies, more progress could be achieved as well to reduce in-work poverty and 
allow parents to better combine employment and family responsibilities. 

 In a global context where labour market outcomes, in terms of income and job quality, might 
become more and more polarised, it is important that labour market institutions do not unwittingly 
aggravate such trends. Alas, this may actually be the case in the crucial area of employment protection 
legislation. In many countries, too stringent protection for permanent employees has been offset by 
increasingly flexible modalities for temporary contracts. This has most likely contributed to labour market 
duality in Continental Europe. At the same time, the divide between insiders and outsiders has also 
worsened in Japan and Korea. 
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 In countries such as France, Germany and Spain, with stringent employment protection 
legislation for permanent workers, youngsters and women are crowded out from employment and suffer 
from erratic career paths. Experience from various other European countries suggests ways to level the 
playing field. Specifically, it points to reforming permanent contracts to make the costs of firing less 
unpredictable to employers while also providing income support and efficient re-employment services to 
workers in the event of lay-off.  

 At the end of the day, why does good practice not always spread to countries where policy 
changes are badly needed? One reason may be that in these countries reform is perceived, often wrongly so, 
as a threat to social cohesion and deeply held values. Our empirical research nonetheless shows that this 
need not be the case. But, quite aside from any philosophical objections to market-oriented reforms, this 
may also reflect resistance from those who fear they may lose from change. Indeed, economic analysis 
suggests that while market-oriented reforms help boost global incomes, they may also induce losses for 
some people, at least in the absence of offsetting compensation. 

 Because they take time to materialise and are often diffuse, gains from reforms are perceived as 
uncertain. By contrast, those who stand to lose from change can easily identify themselves and unite to 
block reforms, thus leading to “the tyranny of the status quo”. The difficulties confronting collective action 
in the reform area are well illustrated in our special chapter on the “political economy of structural 
reforms”, which suggests that crisis is the main driver for institutional change. What would be needed, 
rather, is timely reform to avoid situations where finally the cost of inaction becomes so manifestly 
prohibitive that it dwarfs the short-run costs of reform. 

 On a brighter note, our empirical research suggests that smaller countries may be more alert and 
adept at introducing timely reform. The same would seem to hold where political systems are conducive to 
government stability or where the fiscal position is strong enough to allow adequate compensation for 
losers.  

 Some reforms may also be easier to carry out than others: liberalising financial markets, 
international trade and, to some extent, product markets seems politically less sensitive than labour market 
reforms. Historically, such reforms have indeed been implemented first. This may also reflect the fact that, 
as already mentioned, financial, trade and product market reforms can grease the wheels of labour market 
reforms, since they contribute to shifting part of foreign and capital incomes to wage earners.  
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